Animal Study Shows Significant Preclinical Outcomes
In a recent hemorrhagic shock animal study, resuscitation from HS via
transfusion of hypoxically stored RBCs recovered cardiac function,
restored hydrodynamic stability, and improved outcomes.1, 2
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Hypoxically stored blood was not only more effective
at restoring MAP, it achieved resuscitation with only
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Hypoxically stored blood dramatically improved resuscitation efficacy
by reducing the volume transfused and time to restore MAP.
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Lactate is an important biomarker for the severity of
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hemorrhagic shock as well as survival.2
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and restored levels to near normal in late resuscitation.
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10 to 15 minutes into resuscitation, the lactate levels for the
conventional control continued to climb, while the hypoxically
stored blood was decreasing.
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After 60 minutes of resuscitation
hypoxically stored blood restored
lactate levels to near baseline.
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Reduced Markers of Organ Injury

Clinical markers indicate reduced kidney
damage with hypoxically stored blood

Acute Kidney injury (AKI) is a well known consequence of
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In addition, in the lungs, liver, and spleen, hypoxically stored
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